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Monacelli Press, United States, 2008. Hardback. Book Condition:
New. 310 x 218 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. A
burst of creative energy in the fields of architecture, design,
and fashion characterized the years between the two World
Wars. Shaping new styles of buildings and furnishings,
redefining contemporary dress, and giving visual form to
avant-garde performing arts, architects and designers forged
a still-influential modern aesthetic. The era s most creative
figures rarely worked in isolation, preferring instead to
participate in international dialogues that crossed national
boundaries and linked capital cities in collaborative artistic
enterprise. No two cities engaged in a more fertile conversation
than Paris and New York. The interchange between them was
never simple, however, comprising in equal measure
admiration and envy, respect and rivalry, as artists and
designers in each city interpreted and incorporated principles
of Art Deco, Cubism, the International Style, Neo-Romanticism,
and Surrealism into their own practices.
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These sorts of pdf is the greatest pdf available. It really is writter in simple words and never di icult to understand. I
am just very easily could get a delight of studying a written ebook.
-- Mr . Allen Ca ssin-- Mr . Allen Ca ssin

Very good e-book and valuable one. It really is packed with knowledge and wisdom I am just very easily could possibly
get a satisfaction of reading a created pdf.
-- Wa lton Ha a g-- Wa lton Ha a g
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